Initial Tasks in SAS Viya Administration

Introduction
This topic assumes that all applicable tasks in your deployment guide have been completed. Complete only the tasks for your deployment type.

Note: If you have a multi-tenant deployment, skip these steps. Instead, see Provider Administrator: Onboard Tenants.

Initial Tasks in a Full Deployment
1. Familiarize yourself with the predefined custom groups, and add members if needed.
2. If you have users who access CAS from both programming and visual interfaces, review the host access considerations.
3. Limit access to certain system paths for CAS and for the SAS programming run-time servers.
4. Decide whether to implement CAS resource management policies.
5. Promote any supported content from previous releases.
6. Address any applicable considerations for SAS 9 and SAS Viya integration.
7. Create a backup, and set up automated backups.
8. Send programmers the following link: An Introduction to SAS Viya Programming.
Send visual interface users the following link: SAS Viya.

Initial Tasks in a Programming-Only Deployment

1. Add members to the Superuser role for your CAS server.
2. Limit access to certain system paths for CAS and for the SAS programming run-time servers.
3. Address any applicable considerations for SAS 9 and SAS Viya integration.
4. Create a backup of CAS information and configuration files.
5. Send programmers the following link for information about programming in SAS: An Introduction to SAS Viya Programming.

See Also

- “Routine Ongoing Tasks” in SAS Viya Administration: Orientation
- SAS Viya: Overview